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Supplementary Figure 1 Annotated alignments of Cryophage and the Mu-like
phage original and reconstructed genomes. The underlying nucleotide sequences
were aligned using Muscle, hence gene sizes are approximate and may include
gapped regions to preserve the alignment. ArdA - Antirestriction protein, C1q – C1q
domain like protein, Crp – transcriptional regulator, DnaB – DnaB helicase, ERF Essential Recombination Function protein, GH39 - Glycoside Hydrolase 39, HNH HNH type homing endonuclease, HYP- Hypothetical protein, MCP – Major Capsid
Protein, NrDR – transcriptional repressor, PA14 – PA14 domain, ParB – Plasmid
partition parB protein, Phage Mu F – capsid assembly protein F, Phage stab –
Phage stabilisation protein, Portal – Phage portal protein, Rep - Replication protein,
RusA – crossover junction endodeoxyribonuclease, Sheath – Baseplate sheath,
TerL – Large terminase subunit, Wedge – Baseplate wedge, VRR - VRR-NUC
domain, XRE – XRE family transcriptional regulator

Supplementary Figure 2 Flow diagram for MGI variant reconstructions. A virus
reference contig is used to recruit reads from the query metagenome (1) using
Bowtie2 and a new consensus is generated (1b). The query metagenome is then
mapped against the new consensus via a BLASTn search to retrieve a list of contigs
(3) which are then imported into Geneious R8 and mapped against the consensus
(4) to generate a new consensus (5). Query metagenomic reads were then iteratively
mapped onto the working consensus (6) in Geneious until no further extension was
possible. Recruited reads to the final consensus were then extracted and
reassembled de novo to confirm the assembly of the new variant (7). Yellow
rectangles represent to virus consensus data products; blue rectangles are the query
metagenomic reads/assembled contigs which align to the reference. White
rectangles and italics represents an analysis step.
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